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Letter 591
Obamacare is Dead
2017-05-08
Dear Jesus,
Monday, 8 May 2017, 4:30AM.
Thirty minutes ago I woke up from a nap which was about an hour long. I had tried to nap
earlier in the day, and I think I dozed a little, but I needed to try again so I could touch REM
sleep, because when I woke up for the day the Iirst time it was way too early. That was
about 4:30PM. Usually I sleep until 7PM or so on the weekends.
But when I woke up at 4:30PM I could tell by how I felt and what I was thinking that I had
interceded for some family members, and been in conIlict with spirits of witchcraft, due to
the spirit of heaviness I woke up with.
But after this second nap, 12 hours later, I felt really good. My pain level was lower than it
had been all day, and I felt really refreshed. So I knew I had touched REM sleep, and not
been in conIlict with Hell at all.
(M) had already gone to be for the night, so I went out into the kitchen to Iigure out what I
was going to do. I grabbed some chilled, bottled Starbucks Mocha out of the fridge, and a
piece of apple strudel, and proceeded to go into the family room to watch some TV.
Angels Gabriel and Bruce were already it there sitting in their usual places. I sat down and
turned on the TV, and Ilipped to Channel 48, so I could see the news on Fox.
The very Iirst words that greeted me on the screen was:

"

“OBAMACARE IS DEAD”.

I watched the newscast for a minute, then Ilipped to channel 18, Daystar. There was an
interview show on featuring Dr. Alveda King, niece to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
During the interview Dr. King said that she had had abortions earlier in her life, then got
saved (by You, of course), forgiven (again, by You), and now works for the civil rights of
unborn citizens. Then at the end of the interview she said that:

"

“THE FIRST CIVIL RIGHT IS THE RIGHT TO BE BORN”.

I was about to turn the TV off at this point so I could think about what I had just heard, but
before I did so I brieIly changed to the TBN channel and saw and heard Pastor Joel Osteen
speaking Encouraging Words regarding The Spirit of Excellence.
Then, it became clear that I needed to document this event, so I went into my ofIice and
typed this Letter to You.
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I really needed the encouragement which came by this, since the past 8 years of my life has
been in opposition to the Obama Administration and its Satanic agendas, especially
Obamacare (see Letter 84 Volume 2).
It was during the Obama Administration that I was the most sorely put upon by Hell and
their ruler, Satan.
But, it was also during the Obama Administration where You showed the strength of Your
arm, and kicked the Devil’s ass to a place he’d never been before, along with the beginning
of removing just about all of Hell from the face of the Earth over the coming generation.
I still need to recover from all of that. But this gave me some more Hope. Thank You Lord.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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